5 Circuit Classical Labyrinth
Private Residence
Portland, Oregon

Constructed August 2016

Labyrinth design, form work, planting design, soil prep, drip irrigation, and planting by
FERTILE GROUND, LLC
Stephen Shibley, RLA RLC

Excavation and grading by
Klaetsch Construction, Kris Klaetsch

Concrete pour by
J.A.F.F., Jeff Abney

Vision and Symbolism
Colored concrete with smooth finish, exposed aggregate and pebbles. Low plantings to fill in-between paths. Warm, inviting, tactile, grounded.

Labyrinth size - 35.75 FT DIA

22” path  The Master Number 22 symbolizes the principle of precision and balance.

11” “walls” The Master Number 11 is usually called ‘the Illuminator’, ‘the Messenger’ or ‘the Teacher’, as those under the influence of this Master Number are here to be inspirational guiding lights, and their mission is to bring illumination to others and to help raise spiritual awareness.

77” center  Number 77 – Double dose of the numerology meaning of Number 7. The numerology meaning, significance, and symbolism of Number 77 is introspection, transformation, awakening, self discovery, and detachment. With the vibrational influence of the Number 5 (7 + 7 = 14 1 + 4 = 5), the Number 77 lends itself to indicate coming changes of self discovery or increased knowledge through understanding oneself. This is a time for introspections from which you will gain knowledge of yourself. This will lead to greater motivation, transformation, or freedom.

5 circuits  5 is the number of the harmony and the balance. It is also the number of the divine grace.